"Well, a couple days ago. We had a horrible experience on the Escalante, bushwhacking up one of the canyons. Just hideous, just the worst. I mean, my legs are just thrashed. That was terrible. But the usual. " After descriptors such as "hideous, " "the worst, " "terrible, " and "thrashed, " most people would not want to make this their "usual. " For many outdoor recreators, though, these are things that they learn to live with. But why? Why do they continue to engage in practices that produce these results? I contend that such practices become an enjoyable part of the experience and construct identities and, in part, this subculture. Although not all outdoor recreators adopt this view of recreation, this quote from a participant in my research about outdoor recreation demonstrates a dedication to rhetorical practices whose specific purpose is to compel a person to cope in a tough situation.
While outdoor recreation involves many activities, what I term contrived making do does not apply to all of them. For example, comfortable walks along familiar paths for short periods of time would not usually require one to make do. Dangers are possible on hikes such as this, but they are not expected nor expressly sought after. Equally, though, this analysis does not focus solely on the markedly dangerous versions of outdoor recreation such as kayaking in class five rapids, jumping out of a helicopter to ski down a mountain, and repelling through unexplored caves, where we might expect to find such practices. Instead, I found this impulse toward willing vulnerability manifest in many recreators I observed and par ticipants I interviewed who expected most outdoor recreation activities to involve hardship and discomfort as a matter of course, necessitating a degree of risk tolerance and a readiness to make do. Seeking out these opportunities defines what I mean by contrived making do. In particular, this term refers to creating or seeking out situations that necessitate getting by in a physical and/or cultural sense, implying both difficult cir cumstances and the creativity and wherewithal to figure out improvised solutions. Recreators use this rhetorical practice to construct individual identities and parts of a broader out door recreation subculture and fits into a growing cultural fasci nation with survival, especially in the "wild."
With the rise of reality TV shows such as Survivorman; Get Out Alive with Bear Grylls; Naked and Afraid; Naked Castaway; Dude, You're Screwed; and Man vs. Wild and competitions such as the Tough Mudder and Death Race, it is worth identifying and analyzing an increasing desire in American culture that seeks out opportunities to test the limits of one's body and mind (or at least to watch others do it). These experiences might be called "desired risk" because they attract rather than repel (Machlis and Rosa, 1990) . For those who want to be challenged and negotiate uncontrollable elements, outdoor recreation pre sents an opportunity to engage in a rhetorical practice that puts this impulse into action. SendaCook (2012) defines practices as "mundane, embodied, and repetitive actions; they are the daily arguments and compromises that compellingly convince us of who we are and how we ought to act" and illustrates that they can be used to demonstrate one's identity and membership to a particular subculture (p. 131). In this situation, the rhetorical practice of contrived making do has a dualistic nature. On one hand, recreators must concede some of their control, which forces them to make do. On the other hand, they do so not only willingly but also contentiously, sometimes spending hundreds of dollars to hike a specific trail or dedicating precious time off to living without the basic comforts of modern life in the US, which indicates the contrived nature. Those who participate choose the circumstances under which they must "survive, " but they cannot control everything. The element of wildness and unpredictability is ever present in outdoor recreation. Simultaneously, contrived making do provides evidence of the toughness-mental and physical-of the people seeking out these kinds of experiences.
I argue that contrived making do functions as a rhetorical practice that constructs identities and parts of the outdoor recreation subculture. Making do, in this context, depends on privilege, risk-the willingness to take normalized risks and framing risk in culturally expected ways-and voluntarily surrendering some control. I start this essay by fleshing out de Certeau's (1984) concept of making do and tracing research about risk and its functions. I then discuss how three rhetorical practices embedded in contrived making do-controlling the controllable, walking the edge, and reframing the experienceevince both the actions that recreators take in the moment and the ways they talk about those experiences later. These strategies construct recreators' identities and contribute to a sense of what outdoor recreation is. This analysis adds nuance and richness to Michel de Certeau's concept of making do. Whereas de Certeau conceptualized making do as a coping mechanism for marginal ized groups, my project illuminates the role that risk plays in making do by showing how a comparatively privileged group of people seek out such experiences. In doing so, this study builds on environmental communication scholarship about risk by demonstrating that mere carelessness may not be the only source of injuries in national parks. Specifically, by focusing on visitors at a national park, this study responds to Rickard's (2014) call to document nonNation Park Service personnel's perspectives about risk and reveals some of the complexities of this subculture that invite risky practices, understood through a framework of making do.
cOnTriVeD MaKing DO
Before further discussing contrived making do, especially as it manifests in outdoor recreation, I outline the concept making do. de Certeau's (1984) contends that practices of making do are ways for people to get by in a society in which they feel they do not belong or in which they are denied privileges. For example, marginalized groups of immigrants may have to learn a new language and adapt to a new way of living while holding on to culturally important relationships and values. De Certeau states, "By an art of being in between, [they] draw unexpected results from [their] situation" (p. 30). Such actions allow people to take the conditions under which they live and "make something else out of them" (p. 32). Other scholars use making do in this way, articulating it as a way for oppressed people to subvert a problematic system (e.g., Duff, 2007; Arthos, 2013) .
Making do, then, functions as resistance, a way of undermin ing dominant structures and gaining power at the expense of oppressors. However, Dezeuze (2008) counters that making do signals an acceptance of the status quo because marginalized people devise ways to exist within an oppressive society rather than fighting overtly to change it. Extending this claim, Josephides (1999) argues that making do fails to produce radical social change and that agents of change must go further if they want to remake society. Along this continuum of interpretation, making do represents various levels of power and agency that depend on the identities of the people and the circumstances in which they operate. Whether a form of resistance, acquiescence, or somewhere in between, making do refers to the power denied to some groups of people and their efforts, abilities, and desires to disrupt power systems.
Indeed, when he distinguishes between strategies and tactics, de Certeau aligns making do with tactics because tactics indi cate less structured, more informal manifestations of power. The primary difference between strategies and tactics for de Certeau is the locus of power. Whereas strategies come from a centralized, organized source of power, tactics originate ad hoc and from individualized, disconnected sources. In his words, "Tactic is the art of the weak" (de Certeau, 1984: p. 39) . Without an institutionalized power structure supporting their efforts, "displaced, disenfranchised, and dominated people" deploy tactics to make do, improvising, getting by, and carving out cultural space (Conquergood, 1992 : p. 83), but, while Gallagher (2008 agrees that tactics are the inventive art of making do, he challenges the model of power as a zerosum game; that is, power that is given must be seized from someone else. Instead, he advocates for an understanding based on "webs of power relations" (p. 143), which emphasizes how power reaches and generates from many different sources, overlapping and connect ing unexpectedly. This metaphor of power is useful for theorizing making do because it exposes both the strength and vulnerability present within individuals and communities that can emerge under different circumstances. For example, ReedDanahay (1993) explains that the community of rural French farmers she studied avoided direct confrontation with powerful government officials and exercised their own power in subtle ways such as failing to report that a broken public telephone (the state owned the telephone company) was allowing everyone to make phone calls for free.
Although making do implies sly ways of exercising what (small) power one possesses, it also connotes generative, creative practices. As a way to discuss these qualities of making do, scholars articulate making do in relation to bricolage and débrouillardise. Bricolage means, "ways of doing and making, ways of making do" (Duvall, 1997: p. 693 ). According to Kimball (2006) (pp. 71-72) , "Bricolage is often translated as 'makingdo, ' a meaty pun on this combination of making and doing what you can with what you have. " "Bricolage, " in France, is associated with construction in a doityourself sense. For example, "J'aime bricolage, " means, "I like to putter around with things/work with things/do projects around the house. " "Bricoler [the verb form] une solution" might mean "to cobble together or construct a solution. " In articulating making do, bricolage contributes a sense of improvisation, selfreliance, and confidence in spite of inadequate equipment and materials.
Similarly, ReedDanahay (1993) aligns making do with débrouillardise, which means, "the ability to be resourceful, clever, or cunning in difficult situations. This ability is primarily associ ated with both defensive postures toward outside threats (either natural or human) and coping strategies in everyday life" (224). For example, "Je me débrouillerai" means "I'll manage" or "I can handle it. " And, in France, "Le Système D, " D referring to débrouil-lardise, is a fairly common expression that one might use when one has to do a difficult task but is not really sure how to approach it. If someone said they are going to use Le système D, they would be saying, "I'll figure things out and work my way through it. " It describes a flexible and creative way of problem solving and is regarded as a strength. As Houston (2007) (p. 99) notes, making do is "an act of creation using any available resources, " which can range from acts of liberation to ones of practicality. ReedDanahay claims that débrouillardise can be deployed by both weak and strong, official and unofficial individuals, echo ing Gallagher's metaphor of the webs of power.
To summarize, making do itself implies power, construction, and resourcefulness. As a manifestation of power, making do is embedded with the tactics people employ to resist oppression and advance what power they possess. When people exercise bricolage, they construct solutions with limited materials, both literally and figuratively. And, finally, through débrouillardise, people take advantage of the resources available to them, finding fissures to exploit and repurposing situations, qualities, and equipment as needed to thrive physically and culturally.
By anchoring my analysis of outdoor recreation practices to the concept of making do, I am highlighting the extant nuances of this term and adding to the conversation the understanding that making do has both material and cultural elements to it and that it depends, conceptually, on risk and vice versa. Like the farmers ReedDanahay studied, outdoor recreators need to make do in a physical sense. The ability to do so is a point of identification in the outdoor recreation subculture. Therefore, making do physically becomes a way of cohering culturally before, during, and after intense outdoor recreation experiences. Successfully making do in tough situations and narrating the story afterward, equally, construct identities for outdoor recrea tors individually and culturally.
What distinguishes some outdoor recreators from other groups of people who make do is that some outdoor recreators seek out or create situations that necessitate making do. Thus, I differentiate between making do and contrived making do. Regardless of their level of power outside the recreation experi ence, recreators pursue chances to experience disadvantaged circumstances. Privilege in this case study is not cut and dried, which is one reason I am cautious to say "some" as a qualifier of "outdoor recreators. " Some outdoor recreators have large amounts of disposable income, but conversely several partici pants with whom I spoke explained that their families could not afford vacations in hotels, and that camping and hiking were cheaper options. And, yet, they would need to have jobs with vacation time built in, a privilege in and of itself. Therefore, while outdoor recreation depends on some privileges, contrived making do still means going without some luxuries (what some might even call basic needs such as running water). People who choose this, then, occupy a position from which they can do so. They intentionally set out for days, carrying only what will fit into a backpack; they endure cold water, insect bites, hunger, and fear simply for the experience. They give the view, the solitude, and the selfsatisfaction as reasons for situating themselves in such conditions. Nevertheless, they incorporate risks in to their lives when they do not have to. To have the opportunities to make do, outdoor recreators must take risks. Abstracting this out to other groups of people who make do, it follows that making do conceptually depends on risk. Without risk, making do would not be essential to some people's lives. And, if risks are significant enough, they necessitate making do, which I discuss further in the implications section of this essay.
risK: eDgeWOrK anD iDenTiTY
Almost all outdoor recreation involves some kind of voluntary risktaking (Rickard, 2014) . People willingly engage in these risky behaviors, deriving pleasure from "seeking control over the seemingly uncontrollable" (Lyng and Matthews, 2007: p. 89 ). Lupton (1999) (p. 157) explains risk offers "ways of adding thrills to life, testing one's boundaries of fear and endurance, proving one's adulthood or masculinity. " In her research, risk is rewarding because "Transcending everyday life becomes an end and purpose in itself " (p. 157). Participants in a study about skateboarding described "the joys of taking risks" as their reasons for engaging in such an activity (Young and Dallaire, 2008: p. 240) . Further more, those who pursue desired risk perceive themselves as responsible or able to handle it (Machlis and Rosa, 1990; Young and Dallaire, 2008; Davidson, 2012) . When engaging in risky behaviors, participants struggle with a loss of control over some elements and come to rely on the control they have over their bodies, skills, and preparedness to escape danger. For example, "Experienced skydivers, are typically only anxious on the ascent, as plane takeoffs (the most dangerous aspect of flight) are when these skydivers feel they have no control" (Celsi et al., 1993: p. 8) .
In other words, they voluntarily surrender some power to test the extent of their selfcontrol.
edgework Lyng and Matthews (2007) call this play between control and loss of control edgework. They explain, "Edgework is best regarded as a fully embodied practice in which the 'mind' … is extinguished by the demand for an 'instinctive' bodily response to saving oneself " (p. 87). They adopt an edgework approach to understand why people engage in highrisk behaviors and why there has been an increase in recent times. The edgework model purports that people are drawn to risky behaviors to get a particular experience and can be prompted by the material environment. For example, people who normally would not take a risk will do so in a national park because they think it will produce the desired experience (Bickerstaff, 2004; SendaCook, 2012 SendaCook, , 2013 Rickard, 2014 ). Lyng and Matthews explain "This seductive power derives from the attraction of a clear and vitally consequential boundary line-an 'edge, ' as it were-which must be negotiated by the individual risk taker. In the purest expres sion of edgework, one 'negotiates' the edge by striving to get as close to it as possible without actually crossing it" (p. 78). The desire to challenge one's self with unbendable, material reality is part of what draws people to engage in risks associated with these interactions. For those who seek to test themselves by engaging in edgework, acculturating to risk, learning to live with and even enjoy it, is expected.
In outdoor recreation, participants normalize risk and pride themselves on managing it. Celsi et al. (1993) call this process risk acculturation. This is necessary in highrisk activities. Without building up a threshold of risk expectation, people would not engage in these behaviors repeatedly. Moreover, recreators need to be able to differentiate between acceptable and dangerous risks, demonstrating their phronesis. Taking unnecessary risks may be part of risk acculturation, building up risk tolerance and knowledge of how to control what can be controlled in the aftermath of such risks. Being confident that they can handle whatever risks occur encourages people to engage in contrived making do through inherently risky recreation.
identity
For outdoor recreators, making do means correctly interpreting situations to survive even in the face of uncontrollable natural elements. Nature, especially weather, is capricious and danger ous, at times. For some people, the ability to walk to the edge (metaphorically and literally, in some cases) between success and disaster, confront their fears or push their boundaries, and, then, do it again, is crucial to their understanding of their identity. For example, Messner (1992) found that even when faced with physical pain or injury many participants will continue playing a sport or doing an activity to maintain their sense of self and outward persona. As Connell (1995) (p. 58) states, "Bodies can not be understood as a neutral medium of social practice. Their materiality matters. They will do certain things and not others. " However, athletes and outdoor recreators alike sometimes push their bodies beyond their limits for both external and internal rewards. The rewards can be the reactions of other people, the view or solitude they acquire, or the feelings and affirma tions of self they receive. For example, Atkinson (2008) reports that the triathletes he studies derive pleasure from suffering through the hard training. He argues, "For many triathletes, it seems, the ability to physically endure deroutinises the drudgery of banal and disconnected everyday life" (303). In other words, controlling the body to push it beyond its normal limits is a reward in itself.
Furthering the connection to personal identity and cultural distinction, contrived making do through risky behaviors func tions as a means of articulating a community of people who share values and perceptions of risk and making do. While interpreta tion of risk and the desire for risk alone do not define the outdoor recreation subculture, they do emphasize a salient characteristic that impacts both membership and inthemoment choices (Tansey and O'Riordan, 1999; Bickerstaff et al., 2006; Masuda and Garvin, 2006; Baxter, 2009; Kahan et al., 2009) . Contrived making do can also provide a way of resisting what members of this subculture see as a dominant culture that promotes a sedentary life and pleasures gained only through new products, objects outside the self. Crawford (2009) (p. 65) references the large cultural trends apparent in TV shows such as Survivor Man, which offer glimpses into situations of contrived making do, when he purports that working with one's hands, develop ing mechanical knowledge, and becoming accustomed to the "intractable nature of unchangeable systems" provide antidotes to an ontology based on immediate gratification. Additionally, Michael Atkinson (2008) (p. 307) contends that his participants saw their actions as a response to the "broader culture [that] encourages immobility and acquiescence. " While dismantling this complex system seems impossible, recreators can still exer cise control over their own bodies and seek ways to construct solutions with limited resources. In other words, they can make do in response to risks as a way to articulate their identity as part of the outdoor recreation subculture.
cOnTriVeD MaKing DO as rheTOrical PracTice in OUTDOOr recreaTiOn
Using a participatory critical rhetoric approach, I found that con trived making do functions as a rhetorical practice in outdoor recreation with three embedded practices evincing the means by which recreators articulate their identities and a subculture (Middleton et al., 2015) . Participatory critical rhetoric is a research practice that necessitates the critic's participation in an activity, producing field notes and usually accompanied by interviewing. From novices to experts, recreators I interviewed consistently reported some common outdoor recreation prac tices to indicate their experiential expectations; I also observed these practices in situ during my fieldwork. After securing IRB exempt status, I spent a month conducting in situ research and interviews at Zion National Park in May and June of 2009, following all relevant IRB protocols. Specifically, I studied the fieldnotes I produced through participant observation, the 20 anonymous interviews ranged in length from about 10 min to over an hour and the results of an online questionnaire to which 70 people responded. At Zion, I interviewed people in a variety of locations (e.g., "frontcountry" trails, "backcountry" trails, near the snack bar, in the town adjacent to the park, and at campgrounds) and, thus, had a variety of experience levels represented. These interviews produced over 200 pages of tran scripts. I engaged in open coding to identify prominent themes and developed a coding scheme. In doing so, I discovered patterns in the ways that people discuss and interact with the natural world through outdoor recreation.
Among many outdoor recreators, even those new to it, making do is part of the attraction, as is apparent in both their actions and their descriptions of those actions. Kimball (2006) (p. 72) argues that practices can "operate in material and in linguistic and rhetorical terms, " which means that both obser vations of behaviors and talk about those behaviors should be considered in analysis. The intermingling of recreators' bodies and behaviors with the material world around them and the discourse about their experiences and expectations for them selves and others perpetuate a perception of outdoor recreation as inherently risky. The participants in this study engaged in the rhetorical practice of contrived making do even when it seemed oppositional to their stated goals (e.g., relaxing), add ing to the complexity of this practice. Acts of making do range from using stones as hammers to pound tent stakes to jerry rigging ropes while canyoneering in the backcountry to using sticks as splints on a broken leg. Most people who have camped have probably experienced some version of the first example. For those who recreate frequently, the latter two examples are always a possibility. And, nearly everyone with whom I spoke had a story about getting lost or caught in the rain, being made miserable with minor injuries amplified through overuse, run ning out of water or food, and battling with bugs for sanity. But, three commonalities of embedded practices emergedcontrolling the controllable, walking the edge, and reframing the experience-which manifest to different degrees in most recreation. In embod ying these actions and retelling them, the participants in my study constructed themselves as resourceful and aligned them with the outdoor recreation subculture.
controlling the controllable
The nature of contrived making do rests on surrendering con trol, which produces hardships to overcome by highly control ling whatever can be controlled; that is, recreators voluntarily surrender some power to elements outside their control, in this case, natural elements. Successfully balancing control ensures that recreators will be able to continue an activity. Always, in outdoor recreation, there are elements that cannot be controlled such as weather and wildlife, which is part of the attraction to outdoor recreation. Contrarily, recreators come with elements they can control: equipment, knowledge, physical fitness, and their state of mind. In particular, interviewees mentioned that before engaging in outdoor recreation activities, participants should expect to have to make do in difficult situations, to engage in a bricolage or Le Système D. In recreation activities, recrea tors test themselves by taking advantage of those elements they can control and correctly interpreting those they cannot. This embedded practice manifested in the ways that people negoti ated encounters when elements slip out of their control. Most participants expressed strong feelings of personal responsibility, which prompted them to make prudent decisions. However, because the nature of the activities is risky and the purpose many times is to reach a specific destination, many recreators articulate their identities through their ability to endure the risks and achieve the goal, which in turn defines parts of the outdoor recreation subculture.
One common theme was the acknowledgment that one should stop engaging in recreation activities when one is start ing to lose control through fatigue, bad weather, dwindling supplies, or an injury. One interviewee said she stops hik ing, "At the point where you're tired enough that you won't be able to get back safely if you don't turn around." In other words, while they still have things under control, if they feel themselves slipping, it is better to make responsible decisions for their own safety and the safety of others. One person said "If the weather's bad and it gets dangerous, you turn around. Do the right thing and go back, call it over." For these participants, they frame themselves as in control and state openly that it is important to accurately assess risk and respond responsibly. One woman said, "I just try to not-not to get too far from what I know is a safety zone 'cause I know I wouldn't want to put myself in danger nor would I want to put anyone else in danger coming to rescue me." These comments illustrate that recreators know they are facing some inherent but tolerable risks in outdoor recreation, but that they want to control the elements they can to minimize this danger. If they see people who make bad choices and get in trouble, they understand that the uncontrollable elements have become out of balance. When that happens, danger increases.
One participant described a situation in which he got stuck in a snowstorm while climbing a mountain and had to hang from his ropes for hours. He said he knew he might die and had to reflect on how he got into that dangerous situation. In this quote, he explains the source of many problems in outdoor recreation:
Obviously, I think probably similar to most people, bad experiences outdoors are often related to weather and, um, of course, you could have a bad experience if you were not smart enough and made personal decisions that were foolish and-But luckily, we've been fairly good at knowing the right thing to do. So then it boils down to the bad experiences due to factors beyond our personal control.
This quote illustrates the balance between controllable and uncontrollable factors and points to internal and external loci of control. This participant locates control internally when he assigns blame (albeit mildly) to people who "were not smart enough and made personal decisions that were foolish. " In the situation on which he was reflecting, he was counting himself among the foolish, among those who failed to correctly read the situation and respond in time to guarantee his own safety, but he also acknowledges that sometimes people can do everything right and still end up in a dangerous situation, if the locus of control is external. When he says that "the bad experiences [are] due to factors beyond our personal control, " the onus lies else where. This description realizes the metaphor of a web of power in which power is not a zerosum game but rather a complex system with many pieces. The weather, the mountain, the ropes and other gear all have some power-unconscious, indifferent, material, and utterly uncontrollable. Yet, recreators also have power-conscious, invested, sometimes material, and within their control. They can look up weather reports, scout the best route, read accounts of a climb, check their gear for wear and choose the right gear needed, train for the activity, and be honest about their own abilities. If one of the elements of the web is out of balance (i.e., too powerful or not powerful enough), the situation can become dangerous. Part of contrived making do is flirting with the uncontrollable. Seeking out the potential for material danger out of one's control creates an opportunity to understand something about the self.
Losing and gaining control thrills some recreators and doing well in these situations can positively impact their identities. As Lupton (1999) (p. 160) states, "To engage in dangerous activities, for example, may demonstrate a man's [sic] control over the emotions of fear, vulnerability and anxiety, proving to others and himself the expanded limits of his [sic] control of self and the body. At the same time it affords him [sic] the opportunity to experience and enjoy heightened emotion and exhilaration." Controlling emotions and personal choices about when to go rock climbing, what to take, and how to train all factor into a successful recreation trip. Preparing as best as one can for the uncontrollable (and perhaps the unforeseeable) is a practice that recreators value and connect with their own identity and that of others (SendaCook, 2012) . For example, one man echoed the concerns that others expressed about put ting other people in danger if they got lost or hurt. He said that if a person picks a difficult hike on a bad weather day, "You're putting yourself at risk. If you get stuck and call out, then people are going to try to help you." And, his wife continued this line of thought and extended it to the identity implications of having to be rescued. She said, "Yeah, and I' d feel a right idiot if I had to call out mountain rescue. It feels, I don't know. I' d be quite humiliated, really." Although recreators desire this struggle for control, they do not actually want to get hurt, stranded, or lost, and they do not want to put other people at risk. Therefore, among recreators, it is important to know when to quit.
And, yet, when recreators exercise their control, they conti nually choose to carry on. During my fieldwork on trails, I saw over and over people going on despite their fears, their fatigue, their inexperience, their inadequate equipment, the bad weather, and the warnings of the National Park Service. People wanted to be able to say that they hiked a certain trail; for some, they wanted the experience of hiking the trail (whether they ever told anyone or not); some people did not want to lose face among their companions or be left behind by them. For many reasons relating to their understanding of themselves as people, they chose to push to the end of Angels Landing, even though they were afraid, wade through the Narrows despite flash flood warnings, and climb over boulders to catch up to the rest of their group walking up Hidden Canyon. Some interviewees acknowledged that they would not feel good about themselves if, when they could control the situation, they decided to quit. One person said, "I mean, if I thought it was an easy trail, and I, you know, if I thought it was a trail I could have made, [I would feel] a little disappointed [if I didn't finish]. " But this person added, "If I get onto a trail and I really feel like it's dangerous or it was more than I really wanted to take on, I'm fine with [turning around]. " Recreators, in their words, acknowledge that it is acceptable and desirable to stop if the situation is out of their control. However, recreators appear reluctant to turn around if it is a matter of controlling their own bodies. On the trail, I witnessed many people failing to recognize danger and continuing on. For them, seeing dozens of people hiking blithely onward makes it difficult to determine if they are losing control and should turn around.
The outdoor recreation subculture urges this consciousness of control. In talking with participants, their stories of bad experiences and reasons for ending a hike revealed the struggle associated with the practice of balancing control. Additionally, when they frame themselves as able to endure uncontrollable forces, they at once account for why something bad happened and emphasize that people with correct knowledge and expe rience make good choices and are able to successfully make do. In articulating when it is acceptable to turn around, one participant was analyzing her own behaviors and those of her companion: "Maybe if it's for reasons of safety and for your own health, then I think it's completely fine [to turn around]. Because you [to her companion] weren't happy, but you were OK. You were still, like, able to go on. But if you were concerned you wouldn't be able to make it back, then I think that's fine." Controlling one's emotions is an expected part of the outdoor recreation subculture. Even if someone is unhappy, they are expected to continue on the hike because they are not in danger. People learn that if they balance control appropriately, their choices will be interpreted by others as simultaneously prudent but not cowardly.
Knowing when one is in still control is critical for activities such as backpacking where, to end a hike early means calling out Search and Rescue. In contriving a situation for making do, recreators select how difficult they want to make the activity. If they choose to pack everything they think they will need into a backpack to hike and camp for a few days, then they are choosing a situation that requires them to control everything they can and simply endure what they cannot control. As one participant describes: I was on that backpacking trip, where you have, like, a 100pound pack on. That was, like, some of the most pain and misery I've been in, but I still went on because I wanted to finish that trip. Oh, and you sort of had to, too.
[laughing] If you stopped, you' d be in the middle of nowhere.
In this type of contrived making do, controlling the control lable means training, packing correctly, and physically and mentally withstanding the "pain and misery. " Even if every other uncontrollable element goes smoothly, as planned, this kind of trip will be difficult, which is part of the attraction to outdoor recreation. Although this type of attitude reflects this individual's identity, it is also part of the outdoor recreation subculture, which comprised people who seek out challenging experiences that will require them to control, above all else, themselves and accurately determine when to continue and when to stop.
Walking the edge
On the trail and in conversation, experts and novices alike recog nize that outdoor recreation necessitates discomforts and some risks, which must be tolerated, if not embraced. Knowing that one must continue an activity in the face of hardships requires recreators to approach the line between discomfort and danger, meaning that recreators must walk along the edge between the two. Doing so is a part of contrived making do because it demonstrates that recreators are comfortable with situations that produce discomforts and come with risks, which then becomes part of one's identity and the values of the outdoor recreation subculture.
Persisting through discomfort is a part of outdoor recrea tion as evidenced on trails themselves. Personally, I have experienced the range of ordinary discomforts and minor injuries that come with recreating outdoors (e.g., blisters, sunburns, dehydra tion, overheating, insect bites, abrasions, altitude sickness, and strained muscles). Additionally, I observed people hiking in spite of these kinds of mild problems, revealed by their wearing braces and bandages. Passing by people sitting on rocks to dress wounds or take a break, I would see them later on at the end of the trail or on the return trip. I overheard conversations in which people planned what hikes to do on that day, considering the fatigue or injuries incurred on the previous day. In an interview, one couple made it plain. They spoke of "necessary discomforts" while we were talking, and I asked them to elaborate on that. They explained:
Participant 1: Well, you're going to be cold at times. You're feet are going to be tired.
Participant 2: Or you're going to be hot.
P1:
You're going to be hot, yeah. Yeah.
P2:
You might not always feel pristine clean either.
P1:
Exactly. Yeah. Yeah, I've had some very miserable times when I was outside. But it was, it was part of it. I mean it's not like it was a-I've never-I've been fortunate and I've never been in a survivor, a real survivor situation. But, um, yeah, there are some uncomfortable times associated with doing anything outdoors.
This person distinguishes between "real survivor situations" and discomforts, giving voice to the experience of walking the edge. Most of the participants in my study acknowledged that even if they did not have to endure highrisk situations, good recreation meant physically and emotionally challenging themselves, living with minor pain at times. People wanted to feel as if they had a "good workout"; they liked to feel the soreness of their muscles. Some people explicitly stated that they liked being away from modern conveniences (a form of making do itself). One participant called it a "voluntary regres sion in lifestyle." While persevering through discomforts and overcoming minor risks can be rewarding because it gives peo ple opportunities to grow, as the previous practice described earlier has shown, recreators generally try to avoid dangerous situations.
Selecting some recreation activities over others give rec reators the opportunity to display their comfort with the edge between discomfort and danger. By choosing more intense activities, they create situations to test themselves, feeling out the boundary between making do in uncomfortable times and simply making dangerous choices. For example, I observed hundreds of people with all different skill levels hiking the most popular trail in Zion National Park, Angels Landing. With its 1000foot cliffs and slippery sandstone, this trail has inherent risks. However, if visitors want to see this view, they must accul turate to these risks and become comfortable enough to make it to the end of the busy trail and back. And many visitors-even people with little hiking experience-do. In this way, recreation functions as a proving ground for one's body and mind because participants understand that risk is itself both part of the activ ity and part of the reward. One participant stated it well, "We've gotten into some tight spots occasionally. But we've always got out of it. So, it's all part of the fun of it, really." This quote is a good example of relationship between contrived making do and risk acculturation that occurs in outdoor recreation. These interviewees know that they will encounter problems and will have to solve them to get home safely. Knowing these dangers exist even if they do not happen every time someone recreates, means that people must be accustomed to walking the edge. The feelings that accompany this embedded practice are part of the pleasure of risktaking, in general, and outdoor recreation, in particular.
If people engage in practices of contrived making do to learn something about themselves or exhibit their identities, then they must learn to distinguish between discomforts and dangers. To walk the edge, they must be able to, at least roughly, locate the edge. And, doing so, makes subtle claims about their nature, their strengths and weaknesses. One participant explained, "I think I would feel pretty bad if I did not finish the actual trail. I thought of turning around [during a difficult hike], but I thought it would be awful to turn around just because I was tired. " Putting up with the discomfort of fatigue becomes part of this person's sense of self. Moreover, many people would tell stories or explain conditions that they have hiked through that sounded truly awful. For example, one couple recounted how they almost got hypothermia and another man reported that getting thrown off horses was a normal part of riding them.
When I asked if it stopped them from engaging in those acti vities, they responded "Oh, definitely not, " as one interviewee put it. During an interview with a group of students visiting a series of national parks, a few of their comments revealed not only how they were learning to locate the edge but also about how doing so communicated an identity: Participant 1: When I turned around, I ended up being kind of disappointed in myself because I just stopped because my feet hurt and I was tired. Like, it just wasn't fun anymore. But then I had to sit at the campsite alone in 100 degree heat and not have anything to do. So, I ended up feeling very disap pointed in myself that I didn't keep going and, like, push on through it and accomplish something.
Participant 2: I mean. Yeah, I guess. Cause, yeah, even when we were on the Canyonlands trip. It was like the second day-I mean looking back at it now, I really enjoyed it-but at the time, I was like miserableParticipant 3: Miserable. The last mile was just so painful, but you didn't have a choice. It wasn't like you could just give up and sleep there for the night.
This conversation demonstrates how people develop risk acculturation of outdoor recreation. The first participant explains that early on, she was in pain and turned around while the rest of the group continued hiking and she ended up being disappointed in herself. Seeing other people do it and hearing how they talked about it had taught her that her level of pain and frustration was normal and expected. The other two participants talk of being "miserable, " but they acknowledge that they had to make it back to camp. This is the crux of the difference between discomfort and danger in outdoor recreation. Being able to make this distinction allows outdoor recreators to forego some of their control and gives them an opportunity to make do. In such situations of contrived making do, recreators cannot give up without calling out Search and Rescue. Therefore, short of an emergency, they learn to push through the pain.
The outdoor recreation subculture frames outdoor recreation as inherently risky and some parts of it embrace this risk through contrived making do. As a result, it can be difficult to determine how much danger is acceptable, which is especially true when personal pride is involved, as some of the comments above illustrate. However, another key part of the outdoor recreation subculture is the reward for walking the edge. Many interviewees discuss the accomplishment they feel after they have made it through a risky situation, the prize of solitude they receive when they make it to a beloved outoftheway spot, or the power of the perspective they acquire when viewing the world from the edge of a cliff to which they have just hiked. When I asked about what made a trip especially good or what they liked about rec reating, people responded: "Um, probably the feat, the intensity, kind of the accomplishment"; "It's totally a payoff "; "A sense of accomplishment"; "Once you get to the top, totally worth it. A lot of work to get there, but gorgeous once you're there. " One respondent said, "Yeah, I found [the top of a mountain] terrifying because there was so much wind. And, it was just amazing to see these national monuments, even if it was terrifying at times.
[laughs]" These participants tout overcoming fear and pain by talking about the rewards that they get for doing so. This not only helps them accept the discomforts and dangers of outdoor rec reation, it also reframes experiences to fit into typical discourses about outdoor recreation.
reframing the experience
Showing fear at the moment of engaging in a risky behavior is fairly common in outdoor recreation. By contrast, in recounting those experiences, recreators rarely relive the fear they expe rienced and tend to laugh as they tell the stories. Some partici pants simply deny having bad experiences. In others, laughing it off displaces representations of fear with humor. Reframing bad experiences through denial and humor to cover for fear are ways of coping with discomfort, risk, and pain and renders making do (contrived and otherwise) ordinary and containable. Additionally, the discourses generated through this practice position recreators as tough or at least willing to continue, which has a coalescing function for parts of the outdoor recreation subculture.
When I asked participants about their worst experiences recreating, most would either say that they had never had a bad experience (even if by most standards, they had) or they would laugh about their bad experiences. In response to this question, one couple both denied having the bad experience and then laughed about it: Participant 1: I don't know. It would be hard to say. Was there anything-were there any that were all that-?
Participant 2: I don't know. That one camping trip that got kind of rained out almost the entire time. That was-[laughs].
P1:
Was that one of the Trout Creek ones?
P2:
That was when we were out with the church group. Remember we had to put everything back in the car all wet? P1: Oh.
[laughs] I don't know. I think I've kind of blocked a lot of that out of my mind.
When you can't enjoy anything because it rains the whole weekend and you have to put everything back in the car all wet. And, it makes a mess when you get home, yeah, that can put a damper on things.
P1:
Oh, right. The one where we had cords strung all over the garage so we could hang up the tents and the sleeping bags. Yeah, OK, yeah, that one was, yeah. I guess that's as close as you can say to "the worst. " We still had fun, but it was a lot of hassle.
First, these participants cannot recall a bad experience. Then, once they do, they laugh. And eventually, P1 ends up saying they still had fun. Deriving pleasure from even the bad experiences is critical because part of the point of contrived making do is to engage in these uncomfortable-and risky-situations. One interviewee, after describing a climbing trip during, which he and his partner forgot a second rope and had to jump or free climb to a ledge 10 feet below where their rope ended, said, "You know, when I think back, I don't remember anything that I would not want to do again. There's probably stuff I wouldn't want to do again as far as a certain trail or something, but I've generally enjoyed most of my trips. " Another couple remarked simply, "We never have a bad time when we're outside. " Then, one of them elaborated, You know actually we've had some-I've had some fiascoes at different points in time, but, ah, I think I've enjoyed them all. Even the bad times. I think I've just enjoyed being out. And, you know, the good comes with the bad. You have to put up with both of them.
Another couple recalled a time when they were lost on a moun tain in fog and could not find the trail. They estimated that they went five to six miles off the trail and spent hours longer hiking than they had intended. At the end of this story, they concluded, "But in the end, it was a really good, fun day. We've never really had a bad walk ever. " This reframing of bad experiences as good indicates that these folks have acculturated thoroughly to the realities of outdoor recreation and continue to seek out contrived making do and desired risk. Not only do they understand that risks exist, they expect them and interpret them as a part of having a good time, which makes identifying a bad experience more difficult.
In some of these responses, participants acknowledge that they had a bad experience but laugh about them. In one inter view, I commented on the interviewee's nonverbal messages (e.g., looking at the ceiling, laughing, and hesitating) that accom panied what he said:
Participant: [laughs] Ah, let's see. Going down in the Grand Canyon by Lee's Ferry? There was a-I don't know if it's a real popular trail. I don't think it is. But we found this trail that goes, like, straight down and straight back up, didn't bring enough water, and it was brutal. It was only, like, two or three miles roundtrip or something. Probably two miles, just a mile straight down and a mile up. But it was the hardest two miles I've ever climbed.
Interviewer: And so you wouldn't do that again? P: Ah. No, I' d probably pick a different way down.
I:
You were thinking about it, too. You were like, "maybe I would. " P:
[laughs] Well, it was fun, too. When you got down to the bottom, it was amazing, you know? But when you're coming back up, you're just dying.
This participant laughed throughout the telling of this event even though this could have been a very serious situation. The Park Service rescues hundreds of people in the Grand Canyon every year because they run out of water while hiking (Shier, 2013) .
When people deny that bad experiences exist and laugh them off, they are showing themselves to be comfortable with the risks they have sustained and the possibility that more will continue. Engaging in these rhetorical practices-both the recreation itself and the talk about it-positions the speaker as part of the outdoor recreation subculture-someone who resists the comforts of contemporary life-and thus as some one who is accustomed this kind of entertainment. Through these stories, the interviewees were narrators alternatively framing themselves as inept enough to forget some key piece of equipment and resourceful enough to do without it or flex ible enough to make the best of camping in the rain. After all, they would explain, this is nature of outdoor recreation, and if they did not like it, they would not continue to seek out such experiences.
Therefore, in reframing their experiences and articulating their identities through this rhetorical practice, they would also define parts of the outdoor recreation subculture. One interviewee put it eloquently at the end of a story about hiking the Manchu Pitchu trail in a snow storm with severe bronchitis. Her attitude that if people are not ready to laugh at a hor rible, even a lifethreatening experience, then they should stay home emphasizes the expectation that recreators ought to be willing to make do even in bad situations because that is the norm for outdoor recreation. By denying that bad experiences happen or laughing about them, outdoor recreators construct their identities and define themselves in the broader outdoor recreation culture through embedded practices like voluntarily surrendering control and struggling to gain it back and walking the edge between discomfort and danger.
Both engaging in the rhetorical practice of contrived mak ing do and talking about it constructs individuals' identities. On the trail, so to speak, they use actions to display who they are and reinforce that identity articulation afterward by narrat ing the story. Outdoor recreation has risks like unpredictable nature (e.g., weather and wildlife), which render it a perfect context for contrived making do. To "keep coming back for more," as one interviewee put it, people have to have a certain tolerance, and even a desire, for uncertainty and discomfort as revealed through the embedded rhetorical practices of con trolling the controllable, walking the edge, and reframing the experience. Although they do not have to push themselves to endure terrifying, windy mountaintops, hypothermia, or dehy dration, these choices allow them to construct their identities as resourceful, creative, and part of the outdoor recreation subculture.
cOnclUsiOn anD iMPlicaTiOns
Contrived making do, as articulated through the embedded practices of controlling the controllable, walking the edge, and reframing the experience, constructs opportunities for recreators to display their identities and define parts of the outdoor recrea tion subculture. Specifically, some people who recreate employ these rhetorical practices to distance themselves from what they see as a culture built on convenience. In doing so, they reinforce a perception of the outdoor recreation subculture as a venue to challenge one's toughness through accepted risks, which is touted as "part of the fun. " This project contributes to environmental communication scholarship by illuminating a pattern of risk taking that impacts how managers of national parks communicate with visitors about risks. The acts of making do while recreating can vary widely with some far more serious than others, but, the common threads are the presence and acceptance of risk and the privilege to choose it. In seeking out situations in which to make do, recreators must acculturate to risk, which illuminates the relationship between making do, in general, and risk.
The first implication of this analysis is that making do implies risk and pain. Although not all risktaking involves making do, it is important to recognize the function of risk in making do. People who chose this have privilege. They may belong to any social class but they are in a position to take time off of work and have the capacity to address at least the expected injuries associ ated with outdoor recreation. However, studying this privileged group of people reveals some things about the making do that de Certeau describes in terms of risk tolerance and pain endurance. In de Certeau's (1984) understanding, marginalized groups use the tools of a dominant society to their own ends, creating spaces for identity and empowerment by repurposing or reclaiming practices and discourses of dominant cultures, a risky proposi tion in the best of times. The disempowered groups convention ally associated with making do need not seek out opportunities to test themselves because they encounter risk, endure pain, and face their fears daily. By appropriating the discourses and practices of dominant cultures, they are risking punishment, exposure, and excommunication. Risks could come from power ful external sources such as police, landlords, or employers. But they may also discover risks within their communities if other members see them as inauthentic (see, e.g., Jackson, 2005 and Johnson, 2003) , complacent (see, e.g., Dezeuze, 2008) , or simply ineffective (see, e.g., Josephides, 1999) . These internal risks may prove more painful even than those imposed by groups in power. By making the role of risk salient in the concept of making do, this analysis also demonstrates the web of power model present in practices of making do.
As articulated in the literature review, power is a part of understanding what it means to make do. If we consider power in terms Gallagher's metaphor of a web containing both strategies and tactics, we can imagine that a variety of people, organiza tions, and elements control different aspects of the web. In cases of disenfranchised communities, members have power over one another and under specific conditions within larger cultures. Pulling one power thread in the web has consequences for the other people present. In the case of outdoor recreation, because of its enormity and indifference, natural elements can powerfully challenge recreators even under the most predictable circum stances. But, recreators can exercise their own power by con structing survivable solutions through resourcefulness. In other words, they control what they can, which produces metaphors of power and struggle in outdoor recreation (e.g., "I conquered that mountain, " "that trail was a killer, " and "I got owned/schooled/ slaughtered by that trail"). They also warn others about what can not be con trolled, producing creative names of trails and features (e.g., Fat Man's Misery, Devil's Thumb/Tower/Punchbowl, and Dead Horse Point). In the face of impossibility, people struggle to gain control and look for models and advice wherever they can find them, giving power to many individuals and organiza tions (only some deserving).
The second implication, then, is that risk managers should be perceptive and realistic about the multiple sources recreators use for information. Environmental communication scholars Rickard et al. (2011) showed that national park visitors receive messages from many different sources about risk; my study extends this line of research by showing that the messages can also come in the form of rhetorical practices. In particular, when seasoned recreators report pushing themselves to and past their own limits but encourage others who are inexperienced to only do what they can, people who are new to recreation receive mixed messages. They see the rhetorical practices of controlling the controllable and walking the edge and hear the reframing of experience. Add to that magazine articles that recount (and somewhat celebrate) neardeath experiences and TV shows purportedly depicting survival. These entities function as information sources and can powerfully shape the culture and expectations of outdoor recreation. My study adds to existing research to demonstrate how embodied, repetitive actions create parts of a subculture and a corresponding interpretive frame work (Bickerstaff and Simmons, 2009) .
The consequences of this framework could range along a continuum of helpful and harmful. For example, seeing other hikers' behaviors and hearing their stories could give people new to these activities a realistic expectation and help them prepare. Therefore, the embedded practices of contrived making do could negate some of the risks by encouraging people to anticipate rough weather and other dangers. However, it could also harm people by creating an expectation that they must go beyond their limits and capabilities. Every year, Search and Rescue teams risk their own lives to help people who have lost their way, become trapped in bad weather, or injured themselves. The National Park Service states in its Search and Rescue Reference Manual that it will make saving a human life a priority over everything else when needed, which makes all rescues sound dramatic. However, according to a ranger I interviewed, most rescue calls are for relatively short hikes in the frontcountry. These areas get the most visitors, which partially explains why they comprise most of the calls. I suggest, however, that the subculture of outdoor recreation is also partially to blame. By cultivating the expectation that outdoor recreation is inherently risky and an opportunity to push oneself to the limit, the subculture itself sets the stage for people to test themselves and fail, sometimes tragically. This points to a need to balance risk and draw a line between making do and folly. When acculturating new people to the risks of outdoor recreation, park staff and experienced recreators need to both normalize risks and teach people to avoid undesired risk, which creates a challenge for risk communicators (Rickard, 2014) . All of the messages-whether they are embodied practices or verbal-become part of the interpretive framework in national parks that impacts what decisions visitors make.
Future research could analyze how embedded practices of contrived making do-occur in other arenas and trace their conse quences. For example, the themes outlined in this essay exist in many kinds of sports and exercises, as scholars such as Atkinson (2008) , Messner (1992) , and Connell (1995) have argued. Additionally, we might see it in some professions such as police officers, firefighters (Scott and Myers, 2005) , 911 operators (Tracy et al., 2006) , and EMS responders. Firefighters and EMS responders also have their outdoor equivalents, Hot Shot crews and Search and Rescue teams, which communication scholars have yet to study. Both the challenge and rewards are in the risks people take to make it in these difficult, some times dangerous, realms. My analysis of contrived making do in the context of outdoor recreation highlights how embedded practices of making do encourage participants to choose to take risks and blur the line between acceptable risks and dangerous ones.
When recreators laugh off their almost drowning or getting lost in the desert or having their campsite disturbed by bears, they construct their own identities as able to handle such mis adventure and they establish and reinforce the norms of the outdoor recreation subculture. Being "scared shitless, " as one of my interviewees put it, is not enough to make someone quit. Not only do the recreators need to get through the experience, they will likely have to get over that fear to do the activity again. Contrived making do allows people to answer the current cultural impulse to experience "survival, " if only in a mild sense. However, the embedded practices have additional consequences. They can prepare people for possible problems but can also raise the threshold of risk acceptance, making recreation more dangerous overall. These practices both reflect and create sensibilities about what it means to engage in outdoor recreation. The rhetoric that many recreators use to describe their experiences frames outdoor recreation as a rewarding struggle, creating a context in which misery is normal and even, in retrospect, enjoyable.
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